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Application Example
BBC World Service moved back to Broadcasting House, and during this time, the corporation took the opportunity to install
an entirely new and flexible infrastructure. With IDS being chosen as the control and display system to be fitted within the
studios.
Subsequently, IDS has been adopted for TV facilities and Central Areas to provide additional functionality, bringing the
number of networked displays installed to nearly 800.

Solution
IDS is a powerful and flexible control system, so accommodating various studio configurations was fairly straightforward
and, using our intuitive touchscreens we were able to give presenters and producers easier control over more display
elements.
Each cluster of three cubicles can accommodate three presenter-operated programmes going out to different countries, or
for more complex programmes there may be a presenter and guests in one, controlled by a producer and sound mixer in
another, fielding incoming phone calls and operating the mixing desk.
IDS not only provides touchscreens, cue lights and wall-mounted displays in each studio, it also allows the team to easily
change which studio is in control and activates coloured LED lighting strips around the top of the glass walls to indicate how
the studios are configured, which one is in control, when mics are live and so on.
The all-important time displays, both in the studios and central areas, can now be reconfigured to show different time zones
as required, and have the added ability of displaying a schedule of incoming material as well as a ticker of news headlines
from a BBC RSS feed.
IDS also operates a crucial studio check: the pre-transmission test (PTT). Approximately 15 minutes before a live radio
programme there must be an indication to the control room that the studio and presenter are ready to go on air. Previously
this was done via a web app on a desktop computer, which wasn’t ideal.
Since it was based on information already on the network, we were able to add another tab onto the touchscreen and
present a simple button that pops up for the presenter to acknowledge that they are ready for transmission. This information
is also sent to one of the wall-mounted IDS screens.
Adding the PTT function required custom IDS integration with the World Service Pharos control system.
This ability to react quickly, adding new functionality and integrating with third party equipment highlights the flexibility of
IDS as well as underlining its reliability since this is a critical function within the system.

Package
•
•
•
•

IDS Core x2
IDS TS 10.1 x5
IDS Remora x8
IDS Lamp x8

IDSaaS Price

• IDS SQ3
• IDS Plug ins
• IDS Design

Purchase Price ex VAT

€1,290 per month
€39,000 Initial Outlay
www.densitron.com
€3,890 p.a. Servicing

